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Figure 2. The stellar mass halo mass relation for our simu-
lated galaxies at z = 1. The colorful points are haloes with stars,
while the red empty circles represent dark haloes. The abundance
matching relations from Moster et al. (2013) and Behroozi et al.
(2013) are shown in black and cyan respectively, the dashed lines
indicate the extrapolation to lower masses.

Haloes in our zoom-in simulations were identified using
the MPI+OpenMP hybrid halo finder ahf

1 Knollmann &
Knebe (2011). The virial masses of the haloes are defined as
the mass within a sphere containing � = 200 times the cos-
mic critical matter density. The virial (total) mass is denoted
as M

200

, the virial radius as r
200

, finally M
star

indicates the
total stellar mass within 0.1r

200

.

3 RESULTS

In the following we will present the results of our simulated
galaxies. In all plots simulations are always shown at z = 1,
which represents the time at which (on average) these haloes
will be accreted onto a more massive halo. In most of the
plots the simulation results are represented by color dots or
lines. The same color corresponds to the same galaxy in all
plots, making easier to connect the di↵erent properties of
the same galaxy across the various figures.

3.1 Dark, stellar and gas masses at z=1

At first we look into the relation between stellar mass and
halo mass for our galaxies. Results are shown in figure 2,
where colorful circles represent haloes that did form stars,
while empty red circles show “dark” haloes. The grey and
cyan lines represent the abundance matching relations from
Moster et al. (2013) and Behroozi et al. (2013), respectively.
All our galaxies seem to prefer a lower stellar mass than
what is predicted by Behroozi and collaborators and being

1 http://popia.ft.uam.es/AMIGA

Figure 3. The gas to total mass ratio as a function of stellar mass.
The grey dashed line represents the cosmic value ⌦b/⌦m = 0.155
for the WMAP7 cosmology. The galaxy color coding is the same
as in figure 2.

more in agreement with a simple extrapolation of the Moster
relation (the extrapolated part is marked by a dashed line
in both cases).

An interesting thing to notice is the very large scatter
(0.45 dex) in stellar mass at a fixed halo mass: for example
for a halo mass around 7⇥109 M� the ratio between stellar
mass and halo mass changes by about two orders of magni-
tude from 10�3 to 10�5. We will return to the origin of this
scatter later in section 3.4.

For halo masses below 4 ⇥ 109M� about half of the
haloes remain dark, in other words they are not able to cre-
ate a single stellar particle. This is in fairly good agreement
with previous results of Sawala et al. (2016a, see also Simp-
son et al. (2013)) which use several hydrodynamic cosmolog-
ical simulations of the Local Group to study the discriminat-
ing factors for galaxy formation (i.e. being luminous) in low
mass haloes. Based on their (larger) sample of haloes they
also found about half of the haloes remaining dark at z = 1
at these mass scales. Such a dark fraction is also consistent
with what is required to solve the so-called missing satel-
lite problem (Klypin et al. 1999; Macciò et al. 2010; Sawala
et al. 2016a). Despite the large number of dark haloes, it is
interesting to notice that the lowest mass halo in our sam-
ple (cyan point with M

200

= 5 ⇥ 108M�) is nevertheless
luminous with about 104M� of stars.

At the mass scales analyzed in this paper, we expect
galaxies to be quite ine�cient in accreting baryons due to
the UV background (e.g. Gnedin 2000; Hoeft et al. 2006;
Okamoto et al. 2008; Simpson et al. 2013; Noh & McQuinn
2014). In figure 3 we show the gas to total mass fraction as a
function of stellar mass. All galaxies are strongly baryon “de-
prived” with respect to the universal baryon fraction (repre-
sented by the grey dashed line), with some galaxies able to
accrete (and retain) less than 10% of the available baryonic
budget, almost regardless of their stellar mass.

On the other hand the very low gas fraction could also
be a result of gas outflows due to SNe, given that the mass
loading factor of winds increases at lower circular velocities
(Dutton 2012).

Such question has been raised before, for example Simp-
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